One-pot synthesis of self-healable and recyclable ionogels based on polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers via Schiff base reaction†
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Novel ionogels with covalent polymeric networks based on polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers have been synthesized by the in situ crosslinking of amines via Schiff base reaction in the ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate ([EMIM][OAc]). The obtained ionogels have excellent self-healing ability and recyclability. Rheological measurements revealed that the plateau modulus in storage modulus increases with increasing dendrimer content, and increasing generation of dendrimers results in the decrease of the plateau modulus due to geometrical reasons. The ionogels are very stable, and the reversible covalent networks are not destroyed at temperatures up to 160 °C, as indicated by dynamic temperature sweep measurements. Remarkably, the ionogels exhibit high ionic conductivity, and room-temperature ionic conductivity can reach $10^{-2}$ S cm$^{-1}$. These self-healable and recyclable ionogels with high conductivity, good mechanical properties, and easy processability are desirable for flexible electronic devices with superior lifespans.

Introduction

Ionogels, unique hybrid materials in which ionic liquids (ILs) are immobilized in a three-dimensional network, have attracted tremendous attention and shown promising applications in various electrochemical devices.1–5 Particularly, ionogels are emerging as the main building blocks for flexible devices due to their high conductivity, safety and flexibility.6–8 However, ionogels break under the complex deformations that often occur during use (e.g., bending, rolling and twisting), leading to irreversible damage. The resulting loss of structural integrity leads to the degradation of mechanical and electrochemical performance or even serious safety problems. Therefore, it is both desirable and challenging to solve the breakage problem and prolong the service life of ionogels.9–15

Self-healing, which refers to the ability of biological and artificial systems to spontaneously repair damages and restore function, has attracted much attention from researchers and inspired them to explore self-healing materials.16–20 Among these materials, dynamic polymeric materials are the most studied due to the automatic and intrinsic healing nature of the polymers, their relative ease of modification, and their wide applicability.21 In general, two approaches based on dynamic covalent bonds and noncovalent bonds have been developed to obtain dynamic polymeric materials.15,21–24 The first route uses dynamic covalent chemistry based on the thermodynamic equilibrium between bond dissociation and restructuring.25–31 The second method is based on noncovalent interactions, including hydrogen-bonding, π–π stacking, charge transfer, and hydrophobic interactions.32–38 However, noncovalent bonding systems are often unstable and do not have sufficient mechanical strength. Conversely, dynamic covalent bonding systems containing reversible but strong covalent bonds are desirable for polymeric materials with healable structures. By far, research about self-healing ionogels is rarely reported and only exits in biopolymer/ionic liquid systems through noncovalent interactions with low mechanical strength.39,40 Thus, it is desirable to prepare self-healing ionogels involving reversible covalent bonds with high mechanical strength and good electrochemical properties.

Dendrimers, a unique class of macromolecules with uniform, repeating branching units, have received considerable attention due to their unique chemical and physical properties as well as their potential applications in biomedical science, environmental science, and materials science.41–44 Dendrimers are completely amorphous with many cavities in their internal structures. They also have large numbers of branch ends with high segmental motion, makes them attractive as hosts for polymer electrolytes.45,46 More importantly, the abundant functional groups in the molecular structures of dendrimers allow them to easily form dynamic covalent bonds or noncovalent bonds, resulting in excellent self-healing ability.47–51 Therefore, their unique branched architectures and physicochemical properties make dendrimers an exciting choice for preparing...
self-healing ionogels with high ionic conductivity and good mechanical properties.

Herein, novel self-healing ionogels based on polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers are presented for the first time, to the best of our knowledge. The ionogels were prepared by in situ amines crosslinking via the Schiff base reaction in ionic liquid. The reversible covalent crosslinks can endow the ionogel with highly-efficient self-recovering ability that without external stimuli. We also report the effects of polymer concentration, temperature, dendrimer generation and water content on the viscoelasticity and ionic conductivity of the ionogels.

Experimental methods

Materials

PAMAM dendrimers, ethylenediamine cores, and generation G0-5 solutions (20 wt% in methanol) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used after removal of methanol (the $M_w$ and the number of terminal amino groups for different generation PAMAM are shown in Table S1 in the ESI).† Methylglyoxal was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. The ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate ([EMIM][OAc]) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The ionic liquid was dried at 80 °C under vacuum for 24 h prior to use, and the water content measured by Karl Fischer titration was 0.05 wt%.

Preparation of self-healing ionogels

Cross-linked polymeric gels were prepared by dissolving PAMAM (generation G1−5) in ionic liquid with slight heating and allowing the solution to cool to 0 °C in an ice-water bath before adding methylglyoxal. The initial stoichiometric ratios between methylglyoxal and amine functional groups were kept at unity for all reactions to ensure 50% functional group conversion. Note that the initial concentrations of the [methylglyoxal] and [amine] functional groups were kept at 0.5 M. A representative procedure is given as follows. PAMAM G1 (0.6 g, 0.42 mmol) was dissolved in 0.7 g of [EMIM][OAc] at 40 °C under stirring for 1 h and then cooled to 0 °C in an ice-water bath. Methylglyoxal (129 µL, 0.84 mmol) was also dissolved in 0.7 g [EMIM][OAc] at ambient temperature and then cooled to 0 °C in an ice-water bath. The above solutions were mixed under stirring in an ice-water bath. After the solution became homogeneous, it was slowly transferred to a mold using a pipette to minimize the formation of air bubbles. The mold was covered with two parallel plates at the top and bottom. The mixtures were allowed to stand in the mold at room temperature for 2 h, after which the self-healing ionogel with 30% PAMAM G1 was obtained. The water content of this ionogel measured by Karl Fischer titration was 5 wt%. The structures of the used raw materials and the reaction scheme are shown in Fig. 1. Note that the Schiff base reaction is a reversible reaction, and the only byproduct is water; thus, the self-healing ionogels contain small amounts of water (1−5 wt%).

Characterization

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the samples were obtained on a JEOL SEM 6700 microscope operating at 5 kV. The ionogel samples were surface-treated and coated with platinum before SEM observation. Optical micrographs were obtained using a BX51 Olympus polarized optical microscope (Olympus, Japan). Mechanical properties were studied using a Linkam LINKSYS 32 tensile hot stage (Linkam, UK), at room temperature at a rate of 0.2 mm min$^{-1}$. Rheological measurements were performed on a stress-controlled rheometer (TA-AR2000EX, TA Instruments) with a parallel-plate geometry (diameter = 25 mm). Before oscillatory shear measurements, a strain sweep from 0.1% to 100% with a fixed frequency of 6.28 rad s$^{-1}$ was performed for each sample to determine the linear viscoelastic regime. The chosen strains of 1−10% fell well within the linear viscoelastic regime for the frequency range of 0.01−100 rad s$^{-1}$ in the oscillatory shear measurement. The experimental temperature was mainly set at 25 °C. Dynamic temperature sweep measurements at an angular frequency of 6.28 rad s$^{-1}$ were conducted from 25 °C to 200 °C with a heating rate of 1 °C min$^{-1}$. For each sweep measurement, three specimens were analyzed to assess data reproducibility. All measurements were conducted under nitrogen atmosphere. Thermal analysis of the ionogels was performed using a PerkinElmer TGA 6 instrument (PerkinElmer Instruments, USA). The temperature ranged from 40 °C to 800 °C with a heating rate of 15 °C min$^{-1}$ under nitrogen. The ionic conductivities of the self-healing ionogels were measured using a Zahner IM6e electrochemical workstation (Zahner, Germany) over the frequency range of 1 Hz to 500 kHz at an AC oscillation of 10 mV. All measurements were conducted under nitrogen atmosphere. The samples (diameter = 8 mm, thickness = 2 mm) were measured in a cell that consisted of a Teflon spacer sandwiched between two platinum-coated stainless-steel electrodes. The cell
constant was determined using a 0.01 M KCl aqueous solution at 25 °C as the reference. Ionic conductivities were calculated from the bulk resistances obtained from the impedance spectra. The minimum in the Nyquist plot of the negative imaginary part of impedance versus the real part of impedance was taken as the sample resistance, R. The ionic conductivity, ς, was calculated as ς = d/(RS), where d and S are the thickness and area of the sample, respectively. FTIR spectra were recorded in the region of 400–4000 cm⁻¹ for each sample on a Varian-640 spectrophotometer. The spectrum for each sample was obtained by averaging 32 scans over the selected wavenumber range. Liquid-state and solid-state ¹³C CP/MASS NMR spectra were obtained on a Bruker Advance III spectrometer. The samples were spun at 8 kHz. A contact time of 4 ms, repetition time of 12 s, and spectral width of 24 kHz were used for the total of 1000 scans.

Results and discussion

Synthesis and characterization of self-healing ionogels

Dynamic covalent polymeric networks composed of imine linkages were prepared via Schiff base reaction from PAMAM dendrimers and methylglyoxal in [EMIM][OAc] (Fig. 1). Taking into consideration the special topological structure of the PAMAM dendrimers and the volume shrinkage upon cross-linking, the initial concentrations of the aldehyde and amine functional groups were both kept at 0.5 M. The ¹³C NMR spectra were used to confirm the formation of C=N bonds, and the results are illustrated in Fig. S1 and S2.† The appearance of a peak at δ = 164.51 ppm assigned to the C=N group confirmed the Schiff base reaction. In addition, the functionalization was confirmed by comparing the FTIR spectra of pure PAMAM, [EMIM][OAc] and the ionogels (Fig. S3†). For PAMAM, the characteristic band of –NH₂ displays at 3277 cm⁻¹, the N–H is present at 1542 cm⁻¹, and the C=O stretching band is found at 1635 cm⁻¹. In the ionogel spectrum, the distinct band corresponding to –NH₂ groups at 3277 cm⁻¹ is decreased by approximately 50% compared to the spectrum of PAMAM, indicating that aldehyde is almost quantitatively converted. Large shifts in wavenumber from 1631 to 1650 cm⁻¹ (overlap of the C=N vibration with the C=O vibration of cross-linked PAMAM) and from 1542 to 1556 cm⁻¹ (O=C–N–H stretching) indicate strong interactions between the ionic liquid and PAMAM skeleton.

Ionogel microstructures

The ionogels obtained with ionic liquid [EMIM][OAc] are transparent and easy to process into any shape. Fig. 2a shows a photo of a round-shaped self-healing ionogel. Noticeably, the obtained ionogels possess good self-supporting performance and can be bent, demonstrating the good mechanical properties of the ionogels (Fig. 2b). To study the morphologies and microstructures of the ionogels in detail, the ionogels were investigated by SEM. Note that the samples were surface-treated using acetone before SEM observation, which could clean up the ionic liquid and produce gentle etch to observe the architecture more directly and clearly. For the ionogels without surface treatment, the cross-sectional surface is rough with numerous PAMAM spherules (Fig. 2c and d). After surface treatment, ubiquitous porous microstructures with pore diameters of 5–12 μm were observed. Fig. 2f shows an enlarged SEM image of the pore wall. The pore wall has a network structure constructed from numerous uniform, spherulitic and cross-linked particles (Fig. 2e and f).

Self-healing properties of ionogels

As shown in Fig. 3a–d and the optical images (Fig. S4†), the severed ionogel (20% PAMAM G1) sample recombined in short time period without any stimulus. This excellent self-healing property can be explained as follows (Fig. 3e). The self-healing of the ionogel is driven by the dynamic reversible exchange of Schiff base bonds. The crosslinking of carbon–nitrogen double bonds is a critical structural factor that contributes to the dynamic characteristics and complete reaction between aldehyde and amine. These PAMAM-based ionogels contain many more amines per molecule than other ionogels based on linear molecules, resulting in quick and repeatable self-healing without any external stimulus at room temperature. Furthermore, the abundant amine groups in the PAMAM backbone produce large numbers of carbon–nitrogen double bonds, which mechanically strengthen the ionogels. The self-healing ability of the ionogels is more clearly illustrated in Fig. 3f by the stress–strain curves of the repaired samples. For the original self-healing ionogels, the tensile strength and elongation at break are 48.2 kPa and 36.5%, respectively. When the healing time was 30 minutes, the elongation of the repaired sample can recover 51%. When the severed samples were allowed to repair
for 1 hour, the extensibility recovery was 95%, and the recovery in tensile strength was 73%. Note that the destroyed samples can completely recover in about 2 h after contact.

**Rheological behaviors of ionogels**

To study the dynamic viscoelasticities of the ionogels in detail, rheological measurements were performed. The values of storage modulus, $G'$, loss modulus, $G''$, and complex viscosity, $|\eta^*|$, as functions of angular frequency, $\omega$, for ionogels with different PAMAM contents at 25 °C are shown in Fig. 4. For the ionogel with 10% PAMAM G1, $G'$ is always higher than $G''$, and the moduli are relatively independent of frequency in the explored frequency. The value of $|\eta^*|$ decreases linearly with increasing frequency, suggesting the existence of a gelating network.\(^{55,56}\) Importantly, for the ionogel with 20% PAMAM G1, in the high-frequency regime, the sample displays a solid-like characteristic with $G' > G''$. In addition, $G'$ is independent of frequency because there is not sufficient time for labile cross-links to dissociate at high frequency and this modulus is referred to as plateaus modulus ($G_N$), which is an important

![Fig. 3](image-url) Self-healing process of the ionogel: (a) original ionogel; (b) ionogel after being cut by a knife; (c) ionogel after contact and then free standing for 1 h; and (d) under drawing for the healed samples. (e) The proposed mechanism of self-healing process, (f) stress–strain curves of original ionogels and ionogels healed for different times.

![Fig. 4](image-url) $G'$, $G''$, and $|\eta^*|$ as functions of $\omega$ at 25 °C for ionogels with different contents of PAMAM G1: (a) 10%, (b) 20%, and (c) 30%. (d) $G'$ and $G''$ as functions of temperature at an angular frequency of 6.28 rad s$^{-1}$ for ionogel with 20% PAMAM G1.
value to reflect the effective cross-linking density among the gel network; thus, elastic-like behavior dominates. At low frequency, the $G'$ curve intersects the $G''$ curve at 0.16 rad s⁻¹, and the “terminal region” that the relations of $G'\sim\omega^2$ and $G''\sim\omega$ are observed at lower frequencies. The reason is that the time scale probed is longer than the lifetime of the kinetically labile crosslinks, thus allowing time for the network to restructure at lower frequencies. This typical frequency-dependent $G'$ and $G''$ behavior has been observed for gels containing reversible covalent bonds (i.e., acylhydrazone and disulfide bonds)³⁶,³⁷ and supramolecular networks formed by host-guest interactions (i.e., hydrogen bonding, π–π stacking, and metal–ligand interactions).³⁵,³⁷–⁵⁹ The ionogel with 30% PAMAM G1 has similar rheological behavior to the sample with 20% PAMAM G1, and a low-frequency crossover appears at 0.08 rad s⁻¹; however, the sample with 30% PAMAM G1 has a much higher plateau modulus in storage modulus (27 kPa) than the sample with 20% PAMAM G1 (4.7 kPa). Interestingly, the ionogels are very stable over a wide range of temperatures, and the solid-state structure is not destroyed at temperatures up to 160 °C, as confirmed by dynamic temperature sweep measurements (Fig. 4d).

PAMAM generation has been shown to influence the dynamic viscoelasticities of ionogels; increasing dendrimer generation results in the decrease of the plateaus modulus, as revealed by the oscillatory rheological measurements of the ionogels with PAMAM G0–G5 at 25 °C. For example, the sample with 30% PAMAM G1 shows a plateau modulus in storage modulus of about 27 kPa, while that for the sample with 30% PAMAM G4 is 1.2 kPa (Fig. S5†). The ionogel samples with the same total amounts of dendrimers should have approximately the same plateau modulus in storage modulus because they have approximately the same theoretical crosslinking densities according to the equation $G_0 = v_cRT$, where $G_0$ is the plateau modulus, $v_c$ is the network density, $R$ is the universal gas constant, and $T$ is the temperature.⁶⁰ However, the plateaus modulus for low generations is much higher than that for high generations, indicating that the network density is much higher for low generations than for high generations. This unique behavior might be explained as follows. For higher generations, the topological structure of PAMAM dendrimers becomes close to a molecular spherical architecture, limiting the crosslinking ability via geometric constraint.⁶¹,⁶²

 Ionic conductivity of ionogels

Based on the data obtained by impedance spectroscopy measurements (Fig. S6†), the temperature dependencies of the ionic conductivities of neat [EMIM][OAc], ionogels with different contents of PAMAM with the same generation number, and ionogels with the same contents of PAMAM with different generation numbers are shown in Fig. 5. In all cases, the ionic conductivity monotonically increases with increasing temperature. The ionic conductivity decreases with increasing PAMAM G1 content because the decrease in [EMIM][OAc] content with increasing PAMAM content results in the reduction of ion concentration. Furthermore, the ionic conductivity decreases with increasing PAMAM generation. For example, the sample with 10% PAMAM G3 shows a lower ionic conductivity than the sample with 10% PAMAM G1 at all temperatures investigated. More importantly, the room-temperature ionic conductivities of all the ionogels are higher than $1.0 \times 10^{-3}$ S cm⁻¹, which meets the requirement for the practical application of gel polymer electrolytes. For example, the ionic conductivity of the ionogel with 10% PAMAM G1 reaches $10^{-5}$ S cm⁻¹ at room temperature, which is higher than that of neat [EMIM][OAc]. According to the literature, the conductivity of the electrolyte depends on the carrier concentration as well as on ionic mobility.⁶¹–⁶³ In our system, the crosslinked PAMAM dendrimers provide conducting pathways for ion transport due to their amorphous nature, abundance of cavities in the internal structure, and large number of branch ends with high segmental motion. Second, and possibly more importantly, the self-healing ionogels contain little water (3 wt%), resulting in increased mobility and hence conductivity.⁶³ However, when the PAMAM concentration is above 20% (water content about 5 wt%), the decrease in the number density of carrier ions causes the ionic conductivity to fall below that of neat [EMIM][OAc], although the ionic conductivity is still higher than $1.0 \times 10^{-3}$ S cm⁻¹. Therefore, the as-prepared ionogels with high ionic conductivity and adjustable self-restoring mechanical properties are excellent electrolyte candidates for ideal electrochemical performance.

Effect of water content on ionic conductivity and modulus of ionogels

Water can affect the ionic mobility and structure of the electrolyte, thus affecting the performance of electronic devices.⁶¹–⁶⁵ The results, thus far, have been mixed. For some liquid-crystalline gel polymer electrolytes⁶⁶ or triblock copolymer ionogel systems,⁶⁷ water can reduce the structural ordering of the electrolyte, thus negatively affecting the performance. However, in some ionogels based on hygroscopic ionic liquids, water remarkably increases the mobility of the ionic liquid and slightly decreased the modulus, thus positively affecting performance.⁶³ To investigate this further, different contents of

Fig. 5 Temperature dependence of the ionic conductivities of neat [EMIM][OAc] and ionogels shown in the Arrhenius convention.
water were added to the ionogels, and the resulting electrochemical and mechanical properties were compared. Fig. 6 presents the plots of ionic conductivity and modulus for the ionogels (30% PAMAM G1) with various water contents. Interestingly, the ionic conductivity significantly increases from 2.5 to 18.2 mS cm$^{-1}$ as the amount of water increases from 5 to 40 wt%. This is because as water is added to the ionogel, the ionic mobility significantly increases. Furthermore, the modulus slightly decreases from 27 to 25.3 kPa as the amount of water increases from 5 to 30 wt% and then decreases sharply from 25.3 to 17.3 kPa as the amount of water increases from 30 to 40 wt%. The possible reason is that when an appropriate amount of water is added, the reversible covalent bonds are barely affected. When excess water is added, some of the reversible covalent bonds are disintegrated, resulting in a decrease in network density. When the amount of water exceeds 45 wt%, the ionogel changes into a colloidal state without a stable shape.

**Recyclability of ionogels**

Most chemical crosslinking ionogel electrolytes used in flexible batteries and supercapacitors are crosslinked by common covalent crosslinking bonds; these bonds are hard to break, making the ionogel too difficult to process and reuse. However, the prepared PAMAM ionogel electrolytes with dynamic covalent bonding are easier to process and recycle. The recyclability of the ionogel electrolyte was studied, as shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7a–f schematically show how the PAMAM ionogel with intact round shape gradually turned into a liquid at 25 °C. In only 70 min, the ionogel disappeared, and a solution was obtained. The mechanism of the dissolution of the gel crosslinked by Schiff base bonds was found to be the hydrolysis of imine linkages in the presence of a lot of water. Importantly, PAMAM dendrimer can easily precipitate from the above solution via the addition of acetone, and [EMIM][OAc] can be fully recycled and reused by distillation. This special property strongly enhances its environmental appeal.

**Conclusions**

In conclusion, we prepared novel self-healing ionogels with covalent polymeric networks based on PAMAM dendrimers by the in situ crosslinking of amines via Schiff base reaction in ionic liquids. The obtained ionogels have excellent self-healing and hydrolytic degradation properties. Oscillatory shear measurements indicate that the plateau modulus in storage modulus increase with increasing PAMAM content, and increasing dendrimer generation decreases the plateau modulus due to geometric constraints. Rheological investigation revealed that the ionogels are very stable, and the reversible covalent networks are not destroyed at temperatures up to 160 °C. Crucially, the ionogels exhibit high ionic conductivities exceeding 1.0 $\times$ 10$^{-3}$ S cm$^{-1}$. Adding an appropriate amount of water to the ionogels results in a decrease in modulus but a sharp increase in ionic conductivity. The new ionogels are very promising for the preparation of high-performance gel polymer electrolytes for practical applications such as flexible electronic devices with self-healing properties.
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